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Ansrnq.cr

We describe in this paper a prototype window component, including a smart control of the

integrated (venetian) blind and integrated ventilation opening. The control algorithms have

been developed in the framework of the European Joule projects EDIFICIO [1] and Smart

Window [2]. They give to the window component "bio-mimetic" (i.e. inspired from living
beings) characteristics, particularly its capability to adapt to changing outside and inside
conditions and to the user wishes.

The paper describes the control algorithms for the integrated devices (blind and ventilation
opening) and the simulation and experimental results already available.

Rrsunnn

Nous d6crivons dans ce papier un composant-fenOtre prototype, muni d'un systdme de r6glage

du store et de I'ouverture de ventilation int6gr6s. Les algorithmes de r6glage ont 6td

d6velopp6s dans le cadre des projets europ6ens Joule EDIFICIO [1] et Smart Window [2]. Ils
donnent au composant-fenCtre des caract6ristiques "bio-mim6tiques" (inspir6es des 6tres

vivants), notamment leur adaptabilitd aux changements de conditions ext6rieures ou
intdrieures ou aux voeux des utilisateurs.

Le papier d6crit les algorithmes de rdglage pour les mdcanismes int6grds (store et ouverture
de ventilation), ainsi que les r6sultats de simulation et de mesure exp6rimentale disponibles.

l.INrnooucrroN

The LESO-PB/EPFL, partner of both projects EDIFICIO [1] and Smart Window [2], has been
particularly in charge of the control algorithm development. Experimental tests on the LESO
Building have also been a significant contribution to both research projects. In the case of the

Smart Window project, the control system is able to drive the blind and the ventilation
opening, while in the EDIFICIO project all the building services (heating, cooling,
ventilation, blinds, artificial lighting) are directly controlled by the smart algorithms.
Nevertheless, a smart control of the blind and the ventilation already allows to save a

significant amount of energy (used by the other building services, which are supposed to be

controlled by conventional algorithms), while keeping the indoor comfort (thermal, visual, air
quality) at the same level or even improving it.

The smart window component is equipped with an integrated venetian blind, whose both
vertical position and slats tilt angle can be independently controlled. It also includes a

ventilation opening, which can be partially obstructed, the degree of obstruction being also
controlled by the system.



The control system can be considered as two nested controllers loops:

- the first one is the smart control algorithm itself, including finzy logic rule bases, adaptive
physical models, or other control algorithms;

- the second level provides the adaptation of the system, taking into account the slow
variations of boundary conditions (weather conditions, building characteristics, user

behaviour) and the wishes of the room users, by the way of genetic algorithms.

The prototype window has been realized with integrated sensors and actuators but with an

external control system, implemented as a software module on a personal computer. The real
prototype should have the whole control system integrated into the frame of the window
itself, implemented on a micro-controller powered by a photovoltaic cell.

2. CoNrnoLALGoRrrHMS

2.1 INrucnq,TED BLIND

The whole controller is divided into two main parts, where different strategies are

implemented: the first one is the USER NOT PRESENT case (algorithm for energy

optimisation) and the second one is the USER PRESENT case (algorithm for visual
optimisation).

Preliminary definitions: "Alpha" is the fraction of the window not obstructed by the blind (so,

alpha : 0 means that the blind is completely closed and alpha : 1 means that the blind is
completely open). "Beta" is the tilt angle of the venetian blind's slats. Beta : 0o means that the

slats are horizontal and Beta : 90o means that the slats are vertical (closed position).

Case 1: User Not Present

When the user has not been present for a certain amount of time (typically for 15 minutes at

least) the blind will be controlled following only ENERGY OPTIMISATION considerations.
The problem is then to understand if it's more convenient to accept or reject solar radiation
depending on the current situation. In order to find out the energy optimum, a set of simple
fuzzy rules (e.g. "accept solar radiation in winter days", "reject in summer days") was used:

the simulations carried out by the LESO in the EDIFICIO project showed that complicated
algorithms actually did not perform better than simple ones. Moreover, fuzzy logic is
perfectly adapted to this task, since the blind position calculated doesn't need to be extremely
precise.

The algorithm needs the following parameters: average external temperature ['C] ()
Season); Inside temperature ["C]; Vertical solar radiation [Wm2] () NightlDay).

The 4 basic fuzzy rules applied are reported in the table. Four more rules are implemented to

Nieht (or low radiation) Dav

Summer UP DOWN

Winter DOWN UP

avoid possible thermal discomfort:
we agree to accept a temporary
discomfort in order to store useful
energy, but we put limits to this
discomfort. In a sunny winter day, for

example, accepting too much solar radiation could lead to very high inside temperatures.

Case 2: User Present

When the user enters the room, the blinds and the artificial light are controlled in order to
offer the best visual comfort to the user. In order to optimise the energy consumption, some

thermal aspects are also taken into account.



Visual comfort strongly depends on the specific case analysed: both the user and the

workplace layout play as important variables. Since they are quite unpredictable and they
could change in the building lifetime, the best solution is a flexible algorithm. i.e. an

algorithm that can be easily adapted to any situation.

A deep observation of the users' behaviour shows that nobody really controls a shading

device in order to obtain a precise illuminance level. The important parameters are:

o the season (psychological factor: in summer we prefer closer positions than in winter);

o the global external solar radiation; (if there's not much light outside we open

completely while we prefer to moderate the entering light flow when it's too bright);

o the kind of activity (e.g., computer work needs a darker ambience).

The blind position is chosen taking into account the following aspects:

1. glare has to be absolutely avoided;

2. the lighting level should be adequate;

3. useless movements of the blind should be avoided for energy and comfort reasons (it's
not pleasant to have frequent changes and they are source ofnoise).

The first two aspects coffespond each to a fuzzy rule base.

2.2 INrncn I,TED YENTILATIoN

The ventilation algorithm used is rather simple: it is based on the measured CO2 content of
the room, considered as an index of the room air pollution. When the CO2 content becomes

higher than a predefined limit, the ventilation opening is progressively opened, in order to

increase the air renewal rate. The controller also has a night cooling module, but important air
flows cannot be realistically provided through the small opening integrated in the window.

3. Aolpr.rrroN

There are two kinds of adaptation of the controllers implemented :

1. Adaptation of the parameters of the different modules used in the controller (such as the

daylight factor model or the artificial light model)

2. Long-term adaptation to the user wishes (using Genetic Algorithms)

The daylight model can adapt itself to a changed situation. This could be, for example, a new

obstacle that has grown up in front of the window (a tree, another building) or a deterioration
of the glazings transmission factor (dust accumulation, e.g.). The adaptation module

developed allows the model to follow the situation and output reasonable values even if the

situation has changed. An important change that cannot be treated by the system is the

replacement of the blind with a completely different one (like a roll blind or a very transparent
venetian blind).

The artificial lighting controller will have an autonomous adaptation in order to take into
account the ageing of the lamp (due to dust accumulation, for instance) and the possible

change of the artificial lighting system.

Hereafter is briefly described the long-term adaptation of the blind controller to the user

wishes. For detailed information, please refer to the specific paper [3].

The blind controller's adaptation has two aims: learning the user wishes concerning the blind
position and leading to the minimum energy consumption and to the best possible thermal
comfort.



When the user expresses a wish (i.e. raising or lowering the blind), the automatic system is

temporarily switched off (typically during one hour). The current conditions and the

corresponding blind position, wanted by the user, are stored in a matrix. Each night (at

midnight for instanc.), th. new wishes expressed during the day are filtered' before being
used by the Genetic Algorithms optimisation process. This process will lead to a new
controller more "fitted" to satisfy the user wishes expressed.

4. Sruula.TroN TEsrs

4.1 Srrvrula.TroN TooL

The Simulink model of the office room is divided into 2 blocks: the thermal model and the

lighting model.

The thermal model

The whole model is based on a set of differential equations, each one translating the energy

conservation law for a single thermal node. 28 nodes were considered, including walls and

frame interfaces, window glazings, internal air and the blind itself.

The lighting model

Starting from solar radiation data, this model has to
give information about the intemal illuminance. The
internal daylight illuminance level is calculated
thanks to the Ratio of Illuminances (RI) method. The
concept behind the RI is similar to the Daylight
Factor (i.e. internal horizontal illuminance divided
by the external horizontal illuminance): the RI is
defined as the internal horizontal illuminance divided
by the external vertical illuminance. Choosing the
vertical external illuminance rather than the
horizontal one allows having a curye that can

approximate much better overcast and clear
conditions.

Rl model and measurements comparison - NO
direct light on luxmeter)
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4.2 SruularloN RESULTS

A large campaign of simulations has been performed in order to evaluate the behaviour of
smart window control systems (for venetian blind and for ventilation), in terms of energy

saving for heating, cooling,
lighting and improvements of
comfort conditions (thermal,
visual and indoor air quality ).

The simulations have been done
for the same rooms where the
real measurements of smart
window systems were taken:
four buildings in very different
climate, Delft (the Netherlands),
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Lausanne (Switzerland), Helsinki (Finland) and Catania (Italy).

The analysis of heatine aspects have been done comparing the heating requirements of South
oriented rooms for several configuration of venetian blind controls. In detail the rooms were
simulated: (1) without shading at all, (2) always completely shaded , (3) shaded with manual
control, (4) with smart venetian blind control system.

Due to solar gains, the configuration without shading has in general lower heating
consumption than the configuration totally shaded. Only in Helsinki this effect does not
appear because solar gains in winter are too low and closed blinds allow lower thermal losses

through the window (see figure).

The smart blind control requires a heating consumption near to the not shaded situation. In
Helsinki, where solar gains are quite low, this effect is not appreciable.

The behaviour of the blind control system must be also evaluated in terms of lighting
consumption and of visual comfort. The risk of glare without shading system, for a South

oriented window is quite high: there are glare problems for about 30%o of occupation time,
The simulated manual shading control allows to reduce the risk of glare to percentage of 5-

l0o/o of the time. Nevertheless, this solution requires several operation of the user and
increases the heating consumption. The smart blind control system gives the advantage to
maintain very low heating requirements and in the same time to reduce the glare probability
as less as possible.

Concerning summer aspects. the cooling requirements for different venetian blind control
systems have been investigated. The potential effect of blind control systems can be evaluated
by means of the comparison between not shaded window and complete shaded one. The case

study in Helsinki gives a clear answer: the gap between these two solution is very small
(about 10%) so the effect of shading systems cannot be high. For the other cases, the
difference between not shaded and completely shaded solution is wide and the usefulness of
smart blind control increases too.

Venetian smart control system allows to guarantee minimum energy requirements both in
winter (with consumption similar to not shaded solution) and in sulnmer (with consumption
similar to the totally shaded one) and allows also to maintain visual comfort conditions during
room occupation period.

The dependence of the energy savings on the window orientation is quite clear. The effect of
blind smart control is appreciable for East and West orientation but is negligible for North
oriented window.

Simulations have been done also in order to compare the effect of smart ventilation
controllers and fixed ventilation systems. In order to maintain a good IAQ2, fixed ventilation
systems need in general high ventilation rates (at least 1 vol/tr) while for lower ventilation
rates the risk of bad air quality for some hours of the day is quite high.

The application of a smart ventilation control allows to tune up the rate of fresh air depending
on CO2 concentration, reducing the ventilation losses in winter and avoiding at the same time
any risk of low IAQ. The runs performed show that the smart ventilation control solution
produces ventilation losses less than a 0.5 vol/h fixed ventilation rate. Moreover the smart
solution allows to maintain always low the CO2 concentration, while the 0.5 fixed ventilation
has for more than 50% of the occupation time a CO2 rate over the threshold of 1000 ppm.

' the IAq (indoor air quality) has been estimated in terms of CO2 concentration, fixing a threshold value of
1000 ppm.



Energy savings due to ventilation control system are obviously more interesting for cold

climate than for mild one.

5. RBSUITS oF MEASUREMENTS ON REAL.SIZE INHABITED BUILDINGS

Experimental tests were carried out on fbur
different locations: at TNO (Delft,
Netherlands), at LESO-PB (Lausanne,

Switzerland), at VTT (Helsinki, Finland)
and at Conphoebus (Catania, Italy). Real-
size tests allowed to evaluate the correct
operation of the controllers, in order to
adjust the control algorithm for an optimal
behaviour.
The graphics below show the operation of
the blind controller during one summer day

at LESO-PB.
Please notice that during the day the blind
remains closed (alpha:0) when the user is absent, in order to avoid solar gains. Of course the

blind immediately opens partially when the user gets into the room. At night the blind remains

open in order to maximize thermal radiative losses.

6. CoNct usIoNS

In the Smart Window project an innovative window with integrated shading and ventilation
system was studied. Some innovative bio-inspired algorithms using fuzzy logic and genetic

algorithms were developed in order to control the venitian blinds and the ventilation opening.

A large campaign of simulations was carried out to demonstrate the good performance of the

Smart Window controllers in terms of comfort and energy saving.

Some experimental tests on real-size inhabited buildings were done. They allowed us to prove

the correct operation of the controllers.

A complete prototype of the window remains to be done, integrating the whole control system

into the window frame. This will demonstrate completely the feasibility of the smart window
component.
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